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publications
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CGEO



CGeo is a research focused consortium based on the full 

commitment of its institutional members

INTRODUCTION



Conceptual flow of CGEO R & D

 From the basement as source of energy

 To the territory configuration throughout 
time

 Through human adaptation strategies 

 Towards intervention and innovation 

Observation and experimentation

STRATEGIC PROJECT 2015-2020

Resources
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Projects, thesis, publications…all fit into this matrix

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK OF REFERENCE

Research in the groups

converges into three

transversal thematic lines:

• Stratigraphy and 

Geological Resources 

(SGR); 

• Geology, Environment and 

Human Behavior (GEHB); 

• Knowledge Socialization 

(KS)
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Basic concepts on the Neolithic

transition in the Mediterranean

and Europe



The Neolithic

 Intensification

 Demographic growth

 Economic interaction and 
social complexity

 Technological
improvement

 New ideology



Pioneer diffusionist models: clusters



Indicators and assumptions



Cultural mosaic interaction models: 



Key data for territorial resilience
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Landscape management



The dawn of agro-pastoralism

in SW Europe















Alto Ribatejo - Contextualização



The Geomorphological setting



Spread of Farming

Carvings

“Frontier”

Cave burials

Limestone megaliths

Gneiss/Granit megaliths

Settlements

Paintings

Cumes



Archaeological context



















Cognitive framework



Space, time and causality
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Behaviour and rock art



How to approach notions that encapsulate

meaning, when we have no direct, written or

oral, inputs?

The difficulty:



A mosaic settlement pattern

 Open air rock art is associated to the
definition of mobility routes where
natural references are not so clear

 It is also related, in the rivers, to 
outstanding natural features (e.g. 
Portas do Ródão)

 It organises the territory, rendering it
humanised

 It is almost absent in the coast, where
mobility is governed by a clear axis
(the sea)



The matrix: circles and spirals

 Widespread motives

 Occasionally transformable
 basis to depict animals

 Maps

 Ideas and concepts

 They convey the notion of a 
discontinuous landscape
made of units, of places



Scenes within the matrix

 Scenes emmerge from the sub-geometric matrix

 Recurrent associations within the “chaos” of dots and circles as 
tales referring to the landscape

 the anthropomorph by the big spirals, the hunting scenes, the 
anthropomorph carrying a deer, the running deers

 Predominantly in areas accessible in the dry season

 They convey a strong understanding of the topography, geology and 
hydrological cycle, also suggesting a notion of cyclic and reversible
time



Territory and mobility

 Relevance of the river and not the exact place
 Few superimpositions indicate their perenity and the nature of “toll” 

when crossing the river

 Relevance of the action of carving and not of its exact location
(performance in relation to the river crossing and not to a river place; 
conservation of the previous “tolls”

 Related to pastoral activities
accross the lowlands (less
important towards the west, 
absent in the highlands like the
Douro valley)

 Conveys the notion of path and 
the importance of mobility (and 
not stable settlement)



The Path and the Mountain

 Dichotomy between carved 
art to be easily spotted (in 
the bottom of valleys) and 
restricted painted art (in the 
often hardly reachable 
rockshelters)

 Record of ideas and tales

 Conveys knowledge on the
territory and on the human
group itself re
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Two perceived landscapes

COAST

 Tyde cycles

 Winds

 Light soils

 Macquis type vedgetation

 More stable food staple

 Sea, Sun, Crops

 Land/Sea dichotomy and sharp
horizon limit and mobility
references

INLAND

 Forest diversity

 More diverse fauna

 Heavy soils

 Richer vegetation

 Greater mobility for food

 River, animals, forest

 Other dichotomies and
smooth horizon limits and
mobility references



The focus: deers and antropomorphs

 Dominant, nuclear, figures

 Isomorphic behaviour
 Similar big territories and small groups social 

organisation
 Good seasonal indicator (antler fall)

 They convey notions related to social 
organisation and of economics
 Mobility
 territory,
 Dominance



Notions and processes

 Humans territorial dominance over large “deer territories”

 Discontinuous and hyerarchic space

 made of places and landscape divides and interchangeable
units

 An horizontal human axis and a vertical “sacred” axis

 Cyclic, reversible, time – Relevance of mobility

 Material mnemonics and territorial markers

 A cyclic time based on discontinuous space doesn’t generate na 
imanent causality.

 Instead, explanatory processes would depend upon hazardous
associations of observed phenomena,



 Space within rock art can be assessed on occasions, e.g. in the 

observation of structural resemblance between topography and 

artistic depictions.

 Time is still approachable in some cases, e.g. when scenes depict 

transformations.

 Causality implies some degree of narrative, and therefore approaching 

cause within rock art implies to discuss to what extent one can 

approach narratives. 

So…



 Cause may be represented as 

 A sequence (narrative)

 A material agent

 An intangible relation between unrelated materialities (magic)

 A final, transcendent, attractor

 A cyclic time based on discontinuous space doesn’t generate an
imanent causality.

 Instead, explanatory processes would depend upon hazardous
associations of observed phenomena,

And causality?



 Sequence

 Transformation

 Symbolic

 Myth / Magic causality

S. Simão



 Sequence (SE/NW)

 Reproduction

 Growth (number
of cases)

 Antropomorphs
emmerge from
the process

 Topography

 Wild (East)

 Anthropic (West)

 Tale

 Deer structure

 Men, spirals and 
horses

 Magic?

Fratel



 Sequence

 Coherent set

 Tangible

relations

(standing for 

intangible)

 Finalism

 Transcendent

Hieronimous Bosh (1450-1516)
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 Sequence

 Coherent set

 Material 

causes

 Ideal portrait

 Immanent

Bruegel-the-elder (1525-1569)



 Whereas space and time notions may be approached from the study

of rock art pannels, it seems that causal nexus can be described but

not fully understood.

 Narrative being crucial, it is not possible to clarify the type of causality

without the full access to the contents and context.

Summing up



Thank you!

loost@ipt.pt


